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Waking Up to a Slight Chill in the air we realized that Summer is Coming
to an End (local summer begins) we get back to routines. Back to trading
in those beach days to days full of school work and hopefully a lot of
yoga. Seasonal changes are a sign of shifting ourselves as well;
nourishing the bodies and the minds. In Ayurvedic traditions fall is more
a Vata Season which is cool and dry. Begin to shift cooling foods to
heavier rooted foods such as soups, stews, and grains. Apples are great
to satisfy your sweet tooth. Recognizing during the shift of seasons
nothing is permeant and embrace this time to let go of what we cannot
change and reflect on what no longer serves you so we can go with the
flow of the shift of season. Think about in the summer months when the
sun stays out longer you stay up later. As the Sun starts to set early can
you shift a routine to arrive to bed earlier?
Stay Grounded in Your Practice
During this windiness season focus on staying grounded and
establishing routine or structures. In Practice think of
grounding poses With temperatures getting cooler warm up
with sun salutations and build the immune system with twists
like twisted chair pose. Feel Grounded in a tree pose and root
into a beautiful dancer pose. A Nice Downward Facing Dog
allows you to be grounded through both the hands and the
feet. Find yourself connected to the earth with a warrior two
sequences landing in a triangle pose. End your Practice it a
little support like legs up the wall.

Butternut Squash Soup with
Fennel, Ginger & Garlic

Recipe From Joyfulbelly.com

They say its a blessing to find your passion early and that’s exactly what
happened to Ariana Speranza, one of the Jersey Shore’s most popular and
talented teachers.
Since the incredibly early age of 2 Ariana was enthralled in dancing, “its
actually something that I’ve always done and never stopped doing.” After
attending a performing arts high school, she realized she didn’t want a
regular job and continued to pursue dance. It was during high school that
she was introduced to yoga. She was 14. (Damn, I wish I was introduced to
that flow life at 14).

The Dancing Goddess – Ariana Speranza
Her yoga mat brought her a different sense
of clarity. “ I was introduced to the arts and
a spiritual practice at an early age. I’ve made
my biggest life decisions on my yoga mat, so
it was something that has always connected
me to being who I am and who I want to be.”
Ariana has managed to turn her passion into
a full time career. I guess that’s what
happens when you’re a fearless, bad bitch,
gangstress (a female gangster) who cant be
stopped. She teaches yoga at some of the
most poppin yoga studios in NJ, including
The Shape Shop in Asbury Park. Ariana also
shares her passion for dance with a younger
generation.Through out the pandemic she
hosted online yoga and dance classes. She
never lost momentum.
I think if more people were able to find their
passion at an early age they would lead a
more fulfilled life. People like Ariana are a
true inspiration (this might go to her head).
But for real, keep sharing your passion with
the world and never stop dancing, Goddess.
Ariana’s Favorite
Book- Anything written by John Green
Movie- Hunger Games or anything with
Chris Hemsworth
Color- Blue
Yoga Song- Anything with a beat
Food- Talulas (iykyk) Beekeepers Lament
and their hummus
What do you want to be remembered for?
My laugh

Oils for School
Focus Blend:
3 Drops Frankincense
2 Drops Peppermint
2 Drops Lime
Hit the Books:
3 Drops Peppermint
2 Drops Bergamot
2 Drops Wild Orange
1 Drop Vetiver
Kill the Germs Blend:
2 Drops Clove
1 Drop Melaleuca
2 Drops Lemon
1 Drop On Guard
Calm the Mind:
3 Drops Lime
2 Drops Orange
3 Drops Rosemary
Settle Down:
4 Drops Lavender
3 Drops Bergamot
How to Use
1. Diffuse
2. Apply to a cotton ball near you
3. Dilute with 0.5oz carrier oil
(like olive oil, sweet almond oil,
avocado oil, or coconut oil)
o Apply to bottom of feet
o Apply to wrist

What to Watch on Netflix in
September
•
•
•
•

The Social Dilemma
Love, Guaranteed
Trinkets Season 2
Cobra Kai

RELEASE
TENSIONS WITH
TRADITIONAL
CHINESE
THERAPEUTIC
FIRE CUPPING

Holistic Wellness
with Stephanie
Moore

“I’ve been trying
to take my art
outside, allowing
it to be inspired
but the people
around me, the
place I am in.
Who’s your favorite artist?
I don’t think I have a single favorite, because I
Making in the
like a lot of different types of art. Classical favorites
moment”
include Degas and Van Gogh, contemporary
- Anjali
favorites are Sam Spratt, Shilo Shiv Suleman,
Quinni, Cyril Rolando, and Elena Gual. I also like the
sculptors Luo Li Rong and Daniel Popper, as well as
the potter Tom Kemp.

How old where you when you found your passion
for art? I think I’ve always loved art. I have very
early memories of enjoying making it and
appreciating it. I doodled constantly through school
as a way to help me focus, but I don’t think I fully
leaned into until about 8/9 years ago when I was
going through a rough period in my life. That was
when I really leaned into art as a way to help me
process experiences I couldn’t really confront in
any other way and experimenting with different
mediums.
Who inspires you? Honestly, I find inspiration in
everything. Art for me is a way to share little pieces
of my experience with the world. A conversation,
a dream, a story, or even a single word or little
visual detail can spark inspiration in me. Sometimes
trying a new medium itself will inspire me- watercolors are so different in nature to
acrylics, and both are vastly different to clay. So sometimes I go in to make art with the
intention of creating something specific, but sometimes I go in to play, and let the
material I’m using talk through me.
What’s your favorite book? Cloud Atlas by David Mitchell, Pride and Prejudice by Jane
Austen, A Tale for the Time Being by Ruth Ozeki, The God of Small Things by Arundhati
Roy
Favorite band? Some of my favorite artists include Regina Spektor, Dessa, Anju, and The
Good Mad.
Favorite song? This one is especially hard... maybe Drive By Fires by Ayla Nereo or Jaan
‘Nissar by Asees Kaur. It might change based on my mood though.
Favorite movie? Ms. Pettigrew Lives for a Day, The Fall
Favorite work of art? I really couldn’t answer this one. There’s far too much art out
there and I love so much of it in so many different ways! And clearly I’m not very good at
choosing favorites.
What do you want to be remembered for? I think I’d most like to be remembered for
what I create in the world- whether artistically, or in people through my teaching and
other endeavors, or the good memories I share with friends and loved ones.

Go Pink for October

How and when was the band formed? Halloween 2018, we were pushed
to do a show before we were truly a band, our mutual friend Jake believed
in the songs, and wanted to see us perform them in a live setting. We
quickly found a drummer to do the gig, and within less than 6 hours of
rehearsal time we played our first live set at The Saint in Asbury Park.
When the curtain was pulled we heard cheering, and people slip behind
the curtain to talk to us straight away. We all kind of looked at each other
on stage like "I guess were a band now..."
Where did the name come from? Our band name came from the Bradley
Beach carriage house we were living in at the time this first gig came up.
So naturally we became BACKHOUSE.
Names of the Band Members and What they do they play?
Taylor - vocals/guitar | Kyle – bass | Trevor - keys/synth | Walton drums
Where can readers find BACKHOUSE?
We have a few singles on spotify, apple music, ect. (search:
BACKHOUSE) | We also have our first official music video on
youtube. of course instagram and soundcloud @backhousetheband
What has been your favorite experience in your journey so far?
We all have alot of fun when recording in New Future Studio
(@__newfuture__) , but are looking forward to playing in new cities when
the future allows for it. Also, shooting our first music video with Howl Peak
(@howlpeak) was a fun day filled with belly laughs.

Favorite Artist to listen to Right Now:
Taylor - Hether
Kyle - Fishmans
Trevor - Thundercat
Walton - Naked Giants
Favorite Jersey Hangout:
We always have great nights at The Saint, but you may be
able to find us hanging out at Bond Street Bar.
Favorite Way to Relax so you can get creative in your music:
Our rehearsal space is usually where we dive in to create
and structure songs, as well as our setlists.
How are you guys handle this pandemic:
As best as we can, shows have obviously been limited, but
we certainly had more activity than we initially thought we
would under these circumstances. We won a contest with
'Performer Magazine' (@performermagazine) early in the
summer and have focused a lot on growing tighter
musically. Also explored the livestream concept. We did one
with 'Jam in the Van' (@jaminthevan) as well as a NJ studio,
Sonic Culture. (@sonicculturestudios)

HAMSA HAND PLANKS
Supporting Outdoor Yoga across the
Jersey Shore Since 2018
“Get Your Hands on Some”

Available
at a Yoga Studio
Near You or Online

THE ORIGINAL BEACH YOGA BLOCK
Custom Props Available to Order

Hey You Guys! Why Do You Tell Yourself Lies? They don’t make you happy!
We don’t like when others lie to us so why do we do it to ourselves? Seasons
are changing why don’t we change these lies we tell ourselves and release
our limiting beliefs:
1) If I only have “Blank” I Will Be Happy- We can create happiness when we
let go of worrying about what we don’t have and enjoying what we do
have.
2) I Am too Old For That- You are Never Too Old to start something new like
Yoga. Dr. Suess Wrote his first book at the age of 54.
3) Better to Give than Receive- It is All about Balance!
4) I am not good enough- nobody ever succeeds by saying this but we sure
do say it to ourselves. Stay Focus and Recognize everyone was a
beginning at first but you too can be good enough with practice
5) I Don’t Have the Time- it is about prioritizing and scheduling

Let’s Raise Awareness for
those who need help and
be there for them
Donations accept all month
at Pure or donate directly to
an organization

The Year of Living with Restraint
Living with restraint
Something we’re not used to in modern life
To fully accept what is in front of us
Acting thoughtfully
Not striving to overreach
Not giving in to “the fear of missing out”
Recognizing that we can’t always act with abandon
That our actions have inevitable consequences
That we are inextricably linked to others in our
community
Looking within
Confronting the anxieties that emerge
Despite the discomfort
Cultivating gratitude for the mundane
Despite the boredom
There are days that seem dark Ironic in this bright, hot summer
But hope ultimately returns
When I focus on one day at a time
We’ll get through this,
By finding small ways to differentiate each day
Maintaining connections despite the seclusion
Creating new rituals that imbue our lives with meaning
Accepting and mourning our losses
And, always looking kindly on others
- May Louie

Fall in Love with NJ
What is on Your Bucket list for
the Fall?
Pumpkin Spice Everything
Pumpkin Picking
Apple Picking
Go Through a Corn Maze
Hike and Check out the Leaves
Visit the Beach (Local Summer)
Visit a Lighthouse
Go to a Fall Festival
Tour a Winery
The Great Pumpkin Train
Visit Smithsville
Six Flag’s Safari Adventure
List is Endless…
Yoga
Self Care
Paint
New Hobby
Staycations can be the best
vacations if we allow them to be

Songs to Flow To:
You’re Beautiful by James Blunt
River Flows in You by Hauser
Over the Rainbow by Israel Kamakawiwo’ole
I am the Light by Zen That Beat
Let Your heart be Known by Steve Gold

Beach Yoga
till we Can’t
Mondays at 6 PM
Saturdays at
7:30 AM
MOVIE QUOTE EASTER EGG
In this Newsletter is a movie quoteCan You Find it and Name the
Movie? Submit your answers via
email ashleydesaro@gmail.com or
rpost on social media with a pic of
the movie, the quote, and with
#omgoddesschallenge

We Love
You and
There is
Nothing
You Can Do
About It

Want to Be Feature in OMgoddess Newsletter?
Email Us at ashleydesaro@gmail.com
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